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Real Good (Lyrics)--- (parentheses is added notes on the subject) 

Hook:  

 

Real Good, grateful for the love is the truth  (G.O.D. ..echo)... rebuke the lie at the root. Peaceful is 
natural community is proof (villages). Rebuke the lie at the root. (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

Word is bond redundancies is better than the "dis" 

Repetition of the obvious so the truth we don't miss 

"Useful fools" full of lies, ain't “tell it like it is” (using "Useful fools" or calling Free press journalism 
"Fake news", is a historical strategy that the USSR propagandists---or today’s Press Secretary?—Ha 
haaa…---anyway….The Propagandists used or uses “Useful fools, and fake news” to create division and 
dis-information, which proved to destroy public interest unity) 

 

Depriving Citizens of Rights love is truth we made a list 

Dissent with no purpose “False Claims” took his rights 

(Opponents like to say that "dissent" is part of the deliberative democracy, but dissent with no purpose 
or reason, is just mindless dissent. A void of junk. Also when a Law enforcement person believes False 
claims, and doesn't properly investigate a case, it eventually deprives Citizen's rights. Terrible crime) 

 

Next, documented peace check the lie and manifest. 

Its principal not bitterness the people will be blessed. 

(...it's the principle of the story that needs to be reconciled, not the bitterness or emotions of the people 
affected by the case. If officials who follow through on False claims are no, reconciled then it will 
continue to hurt other Citizens) 

 

Beyond the drama, "Fetters Widow" tandem false stories test (2 stories in tandem, which includes 
checking "Birtherism"...happening as of today) 
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"Pablum" claims the fake news, early Lenin freaks 

missed the word bond sprinkles lies on truth, how they leak (the anti-public interest news sprinkles 
truth with lies, that are later attached to truth in Citizen's minds, so People believe the lies...sad but 
true,  and difficult to convince a person otherwise, yet thanks to Technology, the Sleeper Leader minds 
are thoroughly read every moment, quite a moment in history…hooorayyyy) 

 

Head to toe every know it's amazing how it sleeps 

Time after time leader sleepers flesh sneaks... 

Peace around the world truth to power therapeutic... 

Gratitude to deal with grief 

We motivatin' through it... 

Pause (Pawz :0) for the cause little victories is doing 

What we do is process, through the world yeah we knew it 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Real Good, grateful for the love is the truth  (G.O.D. ..echo)... rebuke the lie at the root. Peaceful is 
natural community is proof (villages). Rebuke the lie at the root. (2 times) 

 

Verse: 

 

There's a lot of that you know, "What?"...lies enforced depriving rights 

It's part of history tell the story, fight the truthful fights. 

Unlawful conduct living life 

God will teach it might 

Showing lessons over time 
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Man, they'll learn they dimmed the lights 

 

God will reconcile through the lessons every fetters 

She owe(s) bears and false claims arrests dodging truthful letters 

Goes around eventually, Title VI Team betters (thanks for the love and peace) 

Everyday we pray to be stable, peace, Owlin Angels cheddars 

Grounded in the love, develop habits lift the mind 

Working gratitude for past little memory gentle kind 

With an/ easy go show a little hope to you remind 

Don't dwell on grief or wallow hallow feel the spirit inner find 

 

"Simple peace" dry the tears its okay we all protect, and (we) offer comfort to you here, (you're) never 
alone and don't forget. 

Love, Family, we People's Earth. We cool. Reflect 

Slow and easy little effort counts, "Yeah it does, we checked" :0) 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Real Good, grateful for the love is the truth  (G.O.D. ..echo)... rebuke the lie at the root. Peaceful is 
natural community is proof (villages). Rebuke the lie at the root. (2 times) 
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Outro: 

 

Peace. Gratitude is the key to staying in peace through life's changes. And we know "time marches 
on"...peace to "Thunder and Lightning"...One love. We are reminded that on Earth there is a blessing 
and a curse...(Deuteronomy 30:19 if anyone digs)... 

 

...and sometimes the law enforces the curse, (instead of protecting equal rights)..... 

 

(Human's tend to corrupt power when given power, that's why leadership is a great responsibility) 

 

...But there is a bigger story of reconciliation and transparency being brought to light...1 
fellowship...peace 


